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@Decision of the Standing Committee on the Mandate  
on the case of Mordechai Vanunu: 

 
Mordechai Vanunu should be released as redress for violations 

 
 

Amnesty International's Standing Committee on the Mandate (SCM) has decided that Mordechai 

Vanunu, although not a prisoner of conscience under current Amnesty International policy 

regarding disclosure of confidential information, should be released as redress for the persistent 

and past human rights violations to which he has been subjected.  Mordechai Vanunu, an Israeli 

former nuclear technician born in 1954, has been serving an 18-year sentence of imprisonment in 

solitary confinement in Israel since October 1986.   

 

 Mordechai Vanunu was abducted by agents of the Israeli Government, apparently in Italy 

on 30 September 1986, and secretly moved to Israel after providing a British newspaper with 

classified information about the Atomic Research Reactor at Dimona, where he had worked from 

1977 to 1985.  The information, indicating that Israel was running a major nuclear military 

program, was published on 5 October 1986.  Mordechai Vanunu maintains that he disclosed such 

information for reasons of conscience in order to promote a public debate on Israel's nuclear 

program, a subject surrounded by strict secrecy in Israel.  Mordechai Vanunu's detention was not 

officially acknowledged until 9 November 1986.  His trial, including the appeal before the 

Supreme Court, was held entirely in camera.  He was convicted on charges of treason and 

aggravated espionage.  He is held in Ashkelon prison, with access allowed only to his lawyer and, 

under strict surveillance, his family for one hour every two weeks and a clergyman when available.  

 

 The SCM, composed of seven Amnesty International members from all regions of the 

world, reviewed Mordechai Vanunu's case at its April 1994 session.  The SCM's functions include 

deciding on "borderline" cases -- that is, cases of particular complexity in terms of the applicability of 

Amnesty International's mandate.  The SCM's rulings on such cases are final.  The following is 

the full text of the SCM decision in this case: 

 

1. Amnesty International has had serious concerns about several aspects of Mordechai 

Vanunu's case and has long campaigned for him to be taken out of the solitary confinement 

imposed since 1986, a condition it considers to be cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. 
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2. At the end of 1993 Mordechai Vanunu's case was referred to Amnesty International's SCM 

for a thorough review, in light of developments in the organization's mandate and the continuing 

imposition of solitary confinement by the Israeli authorities.    

 

3. The SCM examined extensive documentation on the case, including the public part of the 

Supreme Court verdict and the Israeli Government's rationale for keeping him in solitary 

confinement.  It discussed the full range of Amnesty International's concerns and ways in which 

they can be remedied at its April 1994 session.  

 

4. The SCM considered in particular the applicability to Mordechai Vanunu's case of Amnesty 

International's policy whereby the organization opposes the imprisonment of people for breach of 

confidentiality requirements "where the breach consists of disclosing information about human 

rights violations within Amnesty International's mandate or other gross violations of international 

human rights law" or for "disclosure of confidential information where national laws or their 

application can be shown to be in violation of international human rights standards pertaining to 

freedom of conscience and freedom of expression" (Decision 9 of the 1991 International Council 

Meeting arising from Resolution A53). 

 

5. While the SCM found no basis to doubt that Mordechai Vanunu acted for reasons of 

conscience, it was unable to argue unequivocally that the secrets he revealed fell within the 

categories referred to in Decision 9 and therefore that Israel was not entitled to protect such secrets 

by restricting his freedom of expression.  On these grounds, Amnesty International cannot 

conclude that Mordechai Vanunu is a prisoner of conscience and that therefore he should have 

never been imprisoned.  The SCM felt that the whole area of nuclear weapons raises important 

questions of ethics and international law, but that further developments in Amnesty International's 

mandate were needed for the organization to be able to argue unequivocally that disclosures 

relating to military nuclear programs should not be restricted by governments. 

  

6. However, the SCM stressed that even when deciding to take punitive measures states must 

always fully respect internationally recognized human rights standards.  In this respect the SCM 

noted that the Israeli authorities took measures against Mordechai Vanunu which are clearly illegal 

or verge on the illegal.  Mordechai Vanunu was abducted and held in prolonged secret detention, 

in clear violation of the prohibition of arbitrary arrest or detention contained in Article 9 of the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.  There are serious concerns about the secrecy 

of his trial and the severe nature of the charges on which he was convicted.  His prolonged solitary 

confinement, with no end in sight before the end of his prison sentence, constitutes in Amnesty 

International's view cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment and as such is forbidden by 

international human rights standards.  It is all  

the more unacceptable as all indications are that the real reason for its continued imposition is to 

prevent Mordechai Vanunu from disclosing the circumstances of his abduction, an act in itself 

illegal.   

 

7. In considering all these elements together, the SCM was convinced that the Israeli 

authorities remain determined to punish Mordechai Vanunu in an exemplary way well beyond 

what is legitimate under international law, also as a clear indication that they are ready to transgress 

basic human rights norms to punish anyone attempting similar disclosures in the future. 

 

 

8. In looking for ways of redress, the SCM took into account the non-violent and conscientious 

nature of Mordechai Vanunu's action; the fact that his disclosures do relate to an area relevant to 
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human rights protection; and the combined effect of the punitive measures, including clearly illegal 

measures, taken by the Israeli authorities against him.  The SCM decided that in this case 

particularly relevant was the provision in Amnesty International's Statute mandating the 

organization "to oppose by ALL APPROPRIATE MEANS" (emphasis added) the detention or 

trial of political prisoners not in conformity to internationally recognized norms as well as torture or 

other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment of prisoners.   

 

9. The SCM concluded that Amnesty International must now call for the release of Mordechai 

Vanunu, as a way to end his continued solitary confinement and as a way to redress the other 

human rights violations he has suffered. 
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